
Rapid7:  
Engineering Better Security  

Rapid7 has 14 offices 
globally, spanning the 
Americas, EMEA, and APAC.

200,000

RAPID7’S IT SECURITY 
ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS 
ENABLE YOU TO:

• Reduce your risk of a breach

• Find the attacks you’re missing 

• Accelerate security improvement 

Rapid7’s IT security data and analytics software and services help 
organizations reduce the risk of a breach, detect and respond to 
attacks, and build effective IT security programs. With comprehensive 
real-time data collection, advanced correlation, and unique insight into 
attacker techniques, Rapid7 strengthens an enterprise’s ability to 
defend against everything from opportunistic drive-by attacks to 
advanced threats. 

Unlike traditional vulnerability management and incident detection 
technologies, Rapid7 provides visibility, monitoring, and insight across 
assets and users from the endpoint to the cloud. Dedicated to solving 
the toughest security challenges, we offer unmatched capabilities to 
spot intruders leveraging today’s #1 attack vector: compromised 
credentials.  

Solutions 

We offer three core solutions to help you solve security’s  
complex challenges: 

Threat Exposure Management: Managing your risk of a breach starts 
by identifying all the places you are vulnerable to attack and systemati-
cally reducing your exposure. Our Threat Exposure Management 
solutions are designed to help you know your weak points, prioritize 
what matters most, and improve your position. 

Incident Detection and Response: Security professionals now broadly 
agree that it’s not if but when you’re going to be subject to a successful 
attack, but how we solve this challenge is not obvious. Our Incident 
Detection and Response services will help you detect attacks automati-
cally, investigate quickly, and respond confidently. 

Security Advisory Services: Security teams face new challenges in 
keeping up with a persistent and economically-motivated attacker. Only 
Rapid7’s Security Advisory Services apply industry expertise, data- 
driven analysis, and industry best practices to transform the way you 
manage your security programs and empower more impactful  
business decisions. 
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Rapid7 has more than 
5,100 customers across 
99 countries. 

Our solutions are used by 
more than 37% of the top 
1,000 global organizations.

Rapid7 Metasploit is backed 
by an open source 
community of more than 
200,000 members. 

A Net Promoter Score 
(NPS®) of 45 puts Rapid7 
among the world’s leading 
technology companies for 
customer satisfaction.
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Rapid7 has been recognized 
as one of the fastest growing 
security companies by Frost 
& Sullivan and a Best Place to 
Work by the Boston Business 
Journal. Our solutions are 
top rated by Gartner® and 
SC Magazine. Our support 
team was presented with a 
Silver Stevie Award for Best 
Frontline Customer Service, 
and we received the 2015 TSIA 
STAR award for innovation in 
customer success. 

InsightIDR gets you from compro-
mise to containment—fast. It cuts 
through the noise of millions of 
events to find the attacker; speeds 
investigations 10x with data correla-
tion and the ability to search your 
endpoints and data in real-time; and 
ends data collection and manage-
ment drudgery.

InsightUBA (formerly UserInsight) 
helps you detect, investigate, and 
stop threats faster with simplified 
discovery of user behavior, smart 
detection of attacks, and fast 
incident response.

Logentries is the easiest way to 
centralize logs in real-time and 
analyze machine data so you can get 

answers to your security and opera-
tions questions quickly.

Nexpose® analyzes vulnerabilities, 
controls, and configurations to find 
the who, what, and where of IT 
security risk. It uses RealContext™ 
and a knowledge of the attacker’s 
mindset to prioritize and drive 
risk reduction.

Metasploit® offers a clear view of 
how your network can be exploited, 
so you can focus your efforts and 
back up your action plan.

AppSpider™ dynamically assesses 
custom web, mobile, and cloud 
applications for vulnerabilities across 
all modern technologies. 

Rapid7 Global Services is ready to 
help. Our experts share vital, real-
world knowledge so that security 
teams can operate more efficiently 
and make decisions that dramatically 
improve the ways they solve cyber 
security challenges. We offer strate-
gic services to help you build a 
bespoke and resilient security 
program, based on the specific 
threats to your organization and its 
risk profile. We can help you deploy 
and use our products more effective-
ly, conduct full-scale penetration 
testing for compliance or security 
program requirements, and certify 
your staff in the use of our products.
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Awards and RecognitionCustomers 

Rapid7 provides products and services to a broad spectrum of customers and 
organizations, including some of the world’s largest financial institutions, 
healthcare and energy providers, technology and communication companies, 
universities, retailers and manufacturers, as well as U.S. and other national, 
state, and local government agencies.

We also offer Rapid7 Voice, a program that gives customers the power to 
influence and learn firsthand about Rapid7 innovation with visibility into our 
product and services roadmap. Rapid7 Voice ensures that we’re meeting 
customer needs – today, and in the future – and provides our customers with 
the opportunity to gain hands-on involvement in product development.

Partners 

Rapid7 has integrated its products with an ecosystem of best-of-breed ven-
dors such as Palo Alto Networks, Splunk, FireEye, Amazon, Microsoft, Cisco, 
and HP to name a few.

Community 

Rapid7 is strongly committed to supporting the broader security community 
through its free software, open source projects, and security community 
events. We run the Metasploit Project, the largest open source project for 
penetration testing, and sponsor several other open source projects. Our free 
software is downloaded more than one million times per year and enhanced 
further by over 200,000 community users and contributors.

Rapid7 is the founding organization of the Coalition for Security Research, a 
not-for-profit organization established to improve security for everyone 
through the protection and promotion of security research.

Products & Services


